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•THE purpose of this paper is to present the solution to the problem of computing the 
theoretical "usage," in terms of mean trip density, of certain high-speed facilities that 
are placed in a given region containing trip origins and destinations. Certain results 
based on this solution are also presented. The types of facilities considered are very 
special, and the assumptions under which the problem is solved are quite restrictive. 
However, neither the specialization nor the restrictions should completely negate the 
applicability of the results to certain phases of the transportation planning process. 

As the areas in which formal transportation studies are undertaken become larger 
and more complex, the limits of present planning tools become more clearly defined. 
These tools rest heavily upon computer simulation techniques-techniques which are un
wieldy, time-consuming, and expensive at best, and which are not (at present) wholly 
applicable in the super-regions for which transportation planning is being attempted. 

There are problem areas for which the computer is inadequate for solutions, at least 
at present. Among them are the basic ones of formulating alte1·native plans to be tested, 
of settling upon a desirable network geometry (to say nothing about an optimal geometry), 
of delineating a reasonable range of facility spacings to be more closely examined, and 
of solving other problems involving far too many combinations to be dealt with by meth
ods of exhaustion. Now the machine is obviously necessary for any completely practical 
solution to these hypercomplex problems. The number of cases in which it is not suf
ficient may possibly be reduced by taking a closer look at the concepts involved in the 
simulation models we use. One way of doing this is to examine the consequences of the 
hypotheses of a model in various hypothetical control situations, with the hope that our 
insight into the relationships implied by the model may be increased. n is toward this 
gain in understanding that this paper is directed, as have been other papers in recent 
years (see References). 

While the results of these efforts may never be used in actually locating a highway 
or transit line, they should give some insight into the behavior of trip distribution func
tions and the relationship between the various parameters inherent in trip-making pat
terns. It is possible that guidelines for computer model development will be found in 
them and even that certain broad planning decisions may be based on them. 

The basic types of expressway "networks" considered here are (a) an isolated ex
pressway with unlimited access, (b) a sheaf of parallel expressways with unlimited ac
cess, (c) an isolated pair of parallel expressways with unlimited access, and (d) an iso
lated expressway with limited access. The usage of these types of expressways is 
established rigorously under the following assumptions: 

1. The given region is of constant (vehicle) trip density; 
2. A constant speed is allowed on the expressway(s ); 
3. Unfettered movement at a constant speed is allowed throughout the remainder of 

the region, except that trip distance is measured as right-angle distance and all move
ment is at right angles; 

4. A trip will follow the most economical route at all times: if costs are equal for a 
non-expressway route and an expressway route, then the latter will be used; if costs 
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Figure l. Percent of trips undelivered at t miles from origin. 

are equal for two or more expressway routes, then the trips involved are allocated in 
equal proportions to the expressways concerned; and 

5. Tri~ length is u + v, where u and v are random variables with the joint density 
function k exp [ -k (u + v)]. This assumption implies that the mean trip length is 2/k 
and that u and v each have the (marginal) density function k exp (-kt) and mean 1/k. 

Perhaps the most restrictive of these assumptions are numbers 1 and 5. The as
sumption of constant trip density is necessary for my peculiar attack, because it as
sures the requisite uniformity of volume on the various expressway networks. How
ever, there is nothing intrinsically valuable about the method. If another can be devised 
which will allow alterations in assumption 1, a much more practical set of solutions 
will result. Of particular interest would be a solution for a region containing a finite 
number of "point" generator s of trips. 

There are a priori arguments that can be devised for the use of the trip length fre
quency function defined in assumption 5 (one can be found in Ref. 1). I choose the argu
ment that this is one of the very few functions amenable to my purpose that even crudely 
describes available trip data. Examples of this trip length function are given in Figure 
1 for various values of k. 

A presentation of results and a discussion of some of the applications of these results 
are given in the next section. There are many implications possible which are only 
hinted at here (or not mentioned at all). Because a paper of this type is marginally di
gestible at best, it seemed discreet to hold the list of ramifications to a minimum. 

RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS 

There are several parameters on which the volumes for all expressway networks 
considered here depend-namely, expressway speed, arterial speed, average trip length 
for the region, density for the region, value of time, and operating and accident costs 
at expressway and arterial speeds. In addition, there are special parameters on which 
the volumes for some of the special types of networks depend. For example, in the case 
of an isolated pair of expressways, the distance between them is an explicit parameter, 
as is the distance between the expressways in a parallel sheaf. In the case of the iso
lated expressway with limited access, the ramp spacing is a parameter. Each of these 
parameters is identified in a later section. 

Tables have been generated which display the various volumes. Certain data from 
these tables are presented here in graphical form, accompanied by a discussion. In 
atltliliun, 1rnme obvious applications of these data are discussed and illustrated. 
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Figure 2. Isolated expressway volume vs width of region from which trips are drawn. 
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Under the assumptions listed previously, the volume carried by an isolated express
way with unlimited access which draws trips from a band of trip origins extending c 
miles on either side of the expressway is given by 

where 

cV = (D/4)a1 
( [ (R + 2)/R] 

- ( [4R2 
- 7R + 2 + 4R(2R - 1) (R - 1) (c/a)J/[R(2R - 1)2

]) 

exp(-4Rc/a) - [4R2/(2R - 1)3
] exp (-2c/a)) 

2c = total width of region, 
D = trip density for the region, 
a = average trip length for the region, 

R = Ca/ (Ca - Ce) , 
Ca = trip cost/mile on arterials, and 
Ce = trip cost/mile on the expressway. 

Another interpretation of this formula is that it gives the volumes carried by each 
member of a sheaf of parallel facilities spaced at 2c miles. In this situation, for each 
trip that originates in the c band for facility A but uses facility B, there will be a trip 
which originates in the c band for facility B but uses facility A. Thus, the formula gives 
the usage of each facility in the sheaf. 

The curves in Figure 2 show the usage for both cases. We can identify the horizontal 
axis with the total width of the region for the first interpretation or with the expressway 
spacing for the second interpretation. In either case, the vertical axis represents mean 
trip density on the expressway(s). 
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As c becomes infinite, c V appr oaches co V = 
(D/4)a2 

[ (R + 2)/R ] (which each curve in Fig
ure 2 approaches as an asymptote for the ap
propriate value of a). 

Practical Meaning of "Isolated" 

The term "isolated" has been used through -
out this report to describe expressways. This 
term has been used in the sense that an ex
pressway (expressway network) is isolated 
if no other expressway (expressway network) 
is near enough to compete with it for trips. 
In our theoretical world, this would imply 
that an expressway is isolated only if it is in 
an infinite region with no other expressways. 

In order to have some practical measure 
of "near enough," the following calculations 
were made. The volume (c,, V) which the ex
pressway would carry if trips were drawn 
from an unbounded region was considered 
maximum; 95 percent of this maximum vol
ume was calculated for each value of a verage 
trip length, after which the value of 2c (width 
oi the r egion from which trips are drawn to 
the expressway) givi ng this proportion was 
found. (A linear interpolation was used, even 
though this is not strictly justifiable here. 

The error introduced is no more than the same type of interpolation would give in an 
ordinary table of logarithms. ) This procedure was carried out for arterial speeds of 
10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 miles per hour. Figure 3 shows the points that resulted for an 
arterial speed of 20 miles per hour. Because the relationship between 2c and a seemed 
essentially linear, a least squares line was fitted and included in Figure 3. The same 
was done for arterial speeds of 10, 30, 40, and 50 miles per hour. The slopes of the 
least square lines are 3. 27, 3. 05, 3.14, and 3. 22 respectively, with a mean of 3.16. 
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Figure 4. Volume on each of a pair of parallel expressways vs distance between expressways. 
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Figure 5, Volume on each of a pair of parallel expressways vs distance between expressways. 
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Thus, for all practical purposes an expressway could be called "isolated" in the sense 
needed here if there is no other expressway within approximately 3a, where a is the 
average trip length for the region. 

Expressway Volume vs Expressway Spacing 

Figures 4 and 5 show the volume on each of an isolated pair of expressways as a 
function of the distance between them. In Figure 4, the average trip length has been 
held constant at 6 miles, while in Figure 5 the arterial speed has been fixed at 30 miles 
per hour. The formula in this case is 
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Figure 8. Expressway volume vs average trip length. 
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dV = (D/4)a2. ( [ (R + 2)/R) - [R2./2 (R - l)a) exp (-2d/a) 

+ ( [3R - 2 + 2R(R - l)d/aJ/[2R(R - 1)2
]} exp (-2Rd/a)) 

As the distance between the two expressways becomes larger, the volume on each ap
proaches as a maximum the volume (,, V) which a single isolated expressway would carry 
for the same choice of parameters. As d becomes smaller, the volume on each of the 
pair approaches as a minimum one-half of the maximum volume. Fortunately, this be
havior is in agreement with intuition. 

Effect of Various Parameters on Expressway Volumes 

Figures 6 through 9 show the relative dependence of expressway volumes on the var
ious parameters involved: ramp spacing, arterial speed, average trip length, and value 
of time. The graphs should be self-explanatory. It is worth noting that average trip 
length is a particularly important parameter, but that volumes are not especially sen
sitive to the value of time (assuming, of course, that the value is high enough for the 
expressway to be used at all). 

Travel Cost Savings Due to Construction of Expressway 

Figure 10 shows the savings in travel cost per trip due to the construction of an ex
pressway in a region. The savings are graphed as a function of ramp spacing. The 
formula used to compute the savings Sis easily derived : 

S = Ca (Q + D)/(wR) 

where 

Ca = travel cost per mile at the given arterial speed, 
Q .;. D = volume of trips past a point on the expressway per unit density of vehicle 

trips in the region, 
w = width of the region (region extends w/2 miles on either side of the express

way), and 
R = Ca/(Ca - Ce), where Ce is the travel cost per mile at the given expressway 

speed. 

Because the volumes on the expressway were obtained under the assumption that trips 
are drawn from an unbounded region, it was necessary to choose w large enough to guar
antee that most (approximately 95 percent) of the volume comes from the bounded r egion 
under consideration. It was decided to use w = 18 miles because an average trip length 
of 6 miles was assumed for the region. The assumptions governing travel costs are 
given later. 

Expressway Construction Cost 

The construction costs used here are entirely hypothetical. Under no circumstances 
should the cost analysis given in this report be regarded as anything but a series of ex
amples of the use of the theory in answering certain standard questions. In order to 
make the examples meaningful, an attempt was made to use cost data that are at least 
faintly realistic, but a much more nearly precise application of the ideas illustrated 
here could be made in a particular economic situation. 

At any rate, the expressway costs used to obtain the curves in Figure 11 are based 
on the following rules of thumb: 

Right-of-way cost= $(300,000 + lOOD)/mile, where D =number of (vehicular) trips/ 
mile 2

; 

Main line cost = $1,400,000/mile; 
Interchange costs= $750,000 per ramp for D = 10,000; $1,000,000 per ramp for D = 

20,000; 
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Crossing cost = $1,250,000/mile (as
suming 5 crossings per mile at $ 250,000 
per crossing to maintain as closely as pos
sible the "unfettered" movement required 
by the theory); 

<'<>nit<> 1 ,..,,..n17P1'17 f<>,..tn,. = 1101 ?.'7 • <>nrl --r--- ----·--J ---~-- ·-----., -·--
Number of days per year = 340. 

Benefit/ Cost vs Ramp Spacing 

Figures 12 and 13 indicate that, from a 
benefit/cost standpoint, an optimum ramp 
spacing is determined that is somewhat 
greater than the minimum spacing dictated 
by flow theory considerations. Actually, 
the optimum ramp spacings suggested here 
are probably too small because no form of 
capacity restraint has been incorporated 
in the derivation of the expressway vol-
umes. Because of the crudeness of the 

cost criteria, the lack of congestion considerations, and the overall restrictiveness of 
the hypotheses under which the expr essway volumes ar e der ived, any estimates of opti
mality made herein must be of the roughest sort. On the other hand, an analytical crutch 
is sometimes better to lean on than a less synthetic variant; at least one is propped up 
enough to identify and examine the assumptions involved. 

Despite the foregoing disclaimer, I find it irresistible to point out that the optimum 
ramp spacing, whatever it may be in absolute terms, is very definite for low arterial 
speeds. Furthermore, this optimum seems to regress and to become less critical as 
arterial speeds increase. 

Benefit/Cost vs Expr es sway Spacing 

In Figures 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18, average total trip cost was chosen as the criterion 
for optimum expressway spacing. Trip cost was defined as the sum of the cost per trip 
of expressway construction and the travel cost per trip. The comments made in ref
erence to Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13 apply to the cost data used here. 

Construction costs were defined as follows: 

Right-of-way cost= $(300,000 + lOOD)/mile; 
Main line cost= $1,400,000/mile; 
Interchange cost= $3,000,000/mile for D = 10,000, 

= $4,000,000/mile for D = 20,000; 
Crossing cost= $1 250,000/mile ; 
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Capital recovery factor= .110127; and 
Number of days per year = 340 

Travel costs were obtained from the 
formula 

Travel cost/trip = CaA - S 

12 

where A is the average trip length, Ca is 
the travel cost/mile at the given arterial 
speed, and S is as defined in the discussion 
for Figure 10, except that Q has been re
placed by c V. 

The components of the total trip cost 
are shown in Figure 14, but were omitted 
from the other figures in order to show 
more clearly the dependence of trip cost 
on the various parameters. 

Again, the crudeness of the assumptions 
makes the drawing of conclusions about 
optimum spacing from the graphs a highly 
questionable practice. However, the hint 
(ob§~ure as it may be) given in Figures 17 
and 18 that optimum spacing in many cases 
is not at all critical, is one of several in 
the graphs of this report that may help to 
frame some sensible questions and to urge 
further research in the analysis of trans -
portation systems. H this is true, then 
the real purpose of an investigation of this 
sort has been realized. 

DERIVATION OF FORMULAS 

An Isolated Expressway With Unlimited 
Access 

It is convenient to choose coordinate 
axes so that the expressway coincides with 
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the x axis (see Fig. 19). Consider the element of area tJ.A whose centroid is at (O,y), 
and assume that the trips originating from this element are concentrated at the centroid. 
Let the trip using the facility originate within c miles on either side of the facility (see 
Fig. 20). Each trip will be composed of a horizontal segment u and a vertical segment 
v, each of which can be considered a random 
variable of one dimension with distribution exp 
(-kt) and mean 1/k. 

We shall classify trips according to the fol
lowing scheme. Consider the world divided into 
two regions, 1 and 2 (see Fig. 21a). The trips 
that originate in region 1 can be typed as in Fig
ure 21b. A trip in lj will have its origin in re
gion 1 and will be of type j. Note that trips in 
classes 21, 22, and 23 are mirror images, re
spectively, of classes 11, 12, and 13 with re
spect to the expressway. The volume contrib-
uted by trips in classes 2j will be the same as 
the volwne contributed by trips in classes lj, 
so that we may concentrate on the classes lj· 
These may be described analytically as follows : 
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Class 11: D above 0 
yincYu= [O;c] 
vincVu= [O;"'J 

Class 12: d below 0 
yin cY12 = [O;c] 
vincV12= [O;yJ 

Class 13: d below 0 
yincYis= [O;cJ 
v inc Vis = [y;oo] 

Let cPij (y) = Pr [trip is of class ij J for a given y. Then 

cPu (y) = Pr [Dis above OJ Pr [0 :s: v < "'] = 1/2 
cP12 (y) = Pr [Dis below OJ Pr [O :s: v < y] = {1/2) [1 - exp (-ky)] 
cP1s (y) = Pr [Dis below OJ Pr [O :s: v <"' J = (1/2) exp (-ky) 

Let c~j (y,v) = Pr [ trip of class ij will use expressway] for a given y,v. Let Ca= trip 
cost per mile at arterial speed and Ce = trip cost per mile at expressway speed. (See 
note at the end of this paper for a discussion of trip cost as used here. ) Then for trips 
of class 11, the total cost ca for a non-expressway route is uCa + vCa and the total cost 
Ce for the expressway route is 2yC3 + uCe + vCa, so that Ce :s: ca implies u <!: 2Ry, where 
R = Ca/(Ca - Ce)- Thus, 

cQu (y,v) = Pr[u;;;, 2Ry] = exp (-2Rky) 

Similarly, 

cQ12 (y, v) = Pr [u ;;;, 2R (y - v)J = exp (-2Rky) exp (2Rkv) 
cQis (y,v) = Pr [u;;;, OJ = 1 

Let cmij (y,v) = mean distance traveled on expressway by trip of class ij, given that the 
expressway is used. 

We recall that, for a random variable x with the exponential distribution, the statement 
Pr [x <!:a+ b given x;;;, b] = Pr [x;;;, a] obtains. Thus, 

emu (y,v) = 1/k + 2Ry 
cm12 (y,v) = (1/k + 2Ry) - 2Rv 
emu (y,v) = 1/k 

Let cfij (y, v) = cPij (y) cQij (y, v) cmij (y, v ), so that for eac1!, y, v, cfij (y ,v) = VMT/trip of 
expressway for trips of class ij. We must find the mean cfij (y) of cfij (y,v) with r espect 
to v for each ij. Let cFij (t) be the density function for v for class ij. We have 

cFu(t) = k exp (-kt), tin cTu = [ O; co ) 
cF12(t) = (l/[ 2cP1a(y)]} k exp (-kt), tin cTi:1 = [ O;y) 
cFis (t) = ( 1/( 2cP1i1 (y )] } k exp (-kt), t in c Tis = [y;m) 

Then 

cfij (yi) = J'T' .. cfij (y, t)cFij (t)dt 
c 'J.J 

so that 

cfu(y) = [1/(2k)] exp (-2Rky) +Ry exp (-2Rky) 

cf12(y) = ((4R - 1)/[2(2R - 1)2k] } [exp (-ky) - exp (-2Rky)] 

- [R/(2R - 1)2
] y exp (-2Rky) 



cfis(y) = [1/(2k)Jexp (-ky) 

Let 

cSiJ' = ~ .. cfiJ' (y) dy c lJ 
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so that cSij is the VMT/trip on the expressway for all trips of class ij entering the ex
pressway in ll.x. We have 

cS11 = 1/(2Rk2
) - [(1 + Rkc)/2Rk2

] exp (-2Rkc ) 
cS12 = 1/(2Rk2

) + [[3R - 1 + R(2R - l) kc]/[ 2R(2R - l)2k2J} 
exp (-2Rkc) 

cSlll = 1/(2k2
) - [l/(2k2 )J exp (-kc) 

Let 

so that fl. c V = VMT on expressway for trips entering expressway in ll.x. Then 

1 
c V = J de V = mean trip density on the expressway 

0 

We have 

cV = (D/4)a2 
( [(R + 2)/RJ - [[4R2 

- 7R + 2 + 4R(2R - 1) (R - 1) 

(c/a)J/[R (2R - 1)2
]} exp (-4Rc/a) - [4R2/(2R - i)2 J 

exp (-2c/a)) 

where D is the trip density for the region, a is the average trip length for the region, 
and R = Ca/(Ca - Ce). 

A Pair of Parallel Expressways (With Unlimited Access) 

We are concerned here with the case of two parallel expressways that are d miles 
apart in an unbounded region. We find it convenient in this case to partition the world 
into four regions (Fig. 22). Trips originating in the various regions are then classified 
according to their direction, whether or not they cross an expressway. These classes 
are described schematically in Figure 23 and analytically in the following (notation is 
that used earlier): 

Region I 

1· , .. ,'" , }------:g::-- --------
Region 4 

Figure 22. 
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Class 11: D above 0 
yin ctY11 = [O;ooJ 
v in ctVu = [O;oo] 

Class 12: D below 0 
yin ctY12 = [O;..,J 
vinctV12 = [O;yJ 

Class 13: D below 0 
yinctYlll= [O;ooJ 
v in ctVlll = [y;y + d] 

Class 14: D below 0 
yinctY14= [O;ooJ 
v in ctV14 = [y + d;oo] 

Class 21: D above 0 
yin ctY21 = [O;d/2] 
v in ctV21 = [O;yJ 

Class 22: D above 0 
yin ctY22 = [O;d/2] 
v in ctV2a = [y;oo] 

Class 23: D below 0 
yin ctY23 = [O;d/2] 
v in ctVas = [O;d - 2y] 

Class 24: D below 0 
yin ctY24 = [O;d/2] 
v in ctV24 = [d - 2y; d - y] 

Class 25: D below 0 
yin ctY25 = [O;d/2J 
v in ctVas = [d - y;co] 

Class 31: D below 0 
yin ctYs1 = [d/2;d] 
v in ctVu = [d-y;co] 

Class 32: D below 0 
yin ctYu = [d/2;d] 
v in ctV32 = [O;d - y] 

Class 33: D above 0 
yin ctY33 = [d/2;d] 
v in ctV33 = [0;2y - d] 

Class 34: D above 0 
yin ctYs4 = [d/2;dJ 
v in ctVs4 = [2y - d;yJ 

Class 35: D above 0 
yin ctYs5 = [d/2;d] 
v in ctVs5 = [y;oo J 

Class 41: D above 0 
yinctY41= [ d;oo J 
vinctV41= [O;y - d] 

Class 42: D above 0 
yinctY42= [d;.,,J 
v in ctV42 = [y - d;yJ 
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Class 43 : D above 0 
Yin ctY@ = [d;oo] 
v in av 4S = [y;oo] 

Class 44: D below 0 
yin ctY« = [d;co] 
v in ctV« = [Q;.,,J 

Now the volume will certainly be the same on each of the expressways, so that we 
may concentrate on one of them, say the "upper" one. For this reason, we shall omit 
classes 24, 25, 31, 32, 33, 41, 42, and 44 from most of our listings below, since these 
are classes of trips that will never use the "upper" expressway. 

Let ctPij (y) = Pr [a trip is in class ij J for a given y. We have 

aPu (y) = Pr [Dis above O]Pr [vis in ctV11J = 1/2 

In general ctPij (y) = (1/2)Pr [vis in ctVij J, so that 

ctPa(y) = (1/2) [l - exp (-ky)] 
ctPl.9 (y) = (1/2) [ 1 - exp (-kd)] exp (-ky) 
aP14(y) = (1/2) exp (-kd) exp (-ky) 
aP:u (y) = (1/2) [ 1 - exp (-ky)] 
ctPa:a(y} - (1/2) e;,."P (-ky} 
dP:as (y) = (1/2) [l - exp (-kd) exp (-ky)] 
dPu(y) = (1/2) [exp (kd) exp (-2Ky) - exp (-ky)] 
ctPss (y) = (1/2) exp (-ky) 
dP.o (y) = (1/2) exp (-ky) 

Given that a trip is in class ij, let dQij (y, v) = P r [ the trlp will use an expressway r oute J 
for given y, v. Now for trips in class 11, the total cost ca for a non-expressway r oute 
is uCa + vCa and the total cost Ce for an expressway route is 2yCa + uC0 + vC ~ s o that 
ce s ca implies that u ~ 2Ry, where R = Ca/(Ca - Ce ), as before. (In this case it was 
clear that the ''lower" expressway did not compete for the trip in the sense that ce for 
the "upper" was obviously smaller than ca for the "lower" facility. For some other 
classes this may not be so obvious, in fact the ''lower" facility may be as likely a can
didate for the trip as the "upper." Consider, for example, class 14. In these cases the 
trips were split 1:1 between the lwu expressways. In all other cases, the reader will 
observe that the classes themselves have been defined to imarantee that the use of the 
"upper" expressway will give a smaller ce than the use o{ the "lower.") 

Thus, 

aQu (y, v) = exp (-2Rky) 

Similarly, 

aQ12 (y, v) = exp (-2Rky) exp (2Rkyv) 
aQ13 (y, v) = 1 
dQ14 (y' v) = 1 
dQ21(y, v) = exp (-2Rky) exp (2Rkv) 
dQaa (y, v) = 1 
dQ:as (y, v) = exp (-2Rky) 
dQs1 (y, v) = exp (- 2Rky) exp (2Rkv) 
dQs& (y' v) = 1 
dQ"' (y, v) = 1 

Let P{j = Pr [trip in class ij whkh uses an expressway route will use the "upper" ex
pressway ]. We have Pi1 = P {2 = Pi3 = P:h = P~ = Ps4 = Ps& = 1, while P{4 = P-'., = 1/2. (Of 
course, Ps1 = P;a = Ps:i = P~ = P.U = P~4 = o.) 
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Let dffiij (y, v) =mean distance traveled on expressway by trip of class ij, given that 
the expressway is used. We have 

dm11 (y, v) = 1/k + 2Ry 
dm12 (y, v) = (1/k + 2Ry) -2Rv 
dffilll (y, v) = 1/k 
dffi14 (y' v) = 1/k 
am21 (y, v) = (1/k + 2Ry) -2Rv 
dffi22 (y, v) = 1/k 
dmas (y, v) = 1/k + 2Ry 
dm34(y, v) = (1/k + 2Ry) -2Rv 
dffiS6 (y, V) = 1/k 
dm4S (y, v) = 1/k 

Let df .. (y, v) = (P:.) dP .. (y, v) dQi. (y, v) dm .. (y, v). We need the mean df .. (y) of df .. 
l] l] l] ] l] l] l] 

(y, v) with respect to v for each ij. Let dF .. (t) be the density function for v on dv .. , 
~ ~ 

so that dFij (t)= [1/2 dpij (y,t)]k exp (-kt), tin dvij' then 

df.. (y) = fdf.. (y, t) dF .. (t) dt 
l] V l] I] 

d ij 

We have 

df11(y) = [1/(2k)] exp (-2Rky) +Ry exp (-2Rky) 

df1a(y) = {(4R - 1)/[2(2R - 1)2 k]} [exp (-ky) - exp (-2Rky] 

- [R/(2R - 1)] y exp (-2Rky) 

i13(y) = [k/(2k)J [l - exp (-kd) exp (-ky)J 

il4.(y) = Cl/(4k)J exp (-kd) exp (-ky) 

iu (y) = df12(y) 

df22(y) = [l/(2k)] exp (-ky) 

df23 (y) = [1/(2k)] exp (-2Rky) +Ry exp (-2Rky) 

- [1/(2k)] exp (-kd) exp"[-2(R - l)ky] 

- R exp (-kd) y exp [-2(R - l)ky] 

df34(y) = {(4R - 1)/[2(2R - 1)2 k]} exp (-ky) 

- ([4R - 1+2R(2R - l)kd]/[2(2R - 1)2 k]} exp [-(2R - 1) 

kd] exp [2 (R - l)ky] 

+ [R/(2R - 1)] exp [-(2R - l)kd] y exp [2(R - l)ky] 

dfss (y) = [ 1/(2k) exp (-ky )] 

df4S(y) = [1/(4k)J exp (-ky)J 

Let 

d8ij = YJ a\j (y)dy 
d ij 
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so that 

dS11 = 1/(2Rka) 

d81a = 1/(2Rka) 

dSu = [ 1/(2k1
)] [ 1- exp (-kd)J 

dS14 = [l/(4k2
)] exp (-kd) 

dSa1 = 1/(2Rk1
) - [(4R - 1)/[2(2R - lfk3

} exp (-kd/2) 

+ ([2(3R - 1) + R(2R - l)kdJ/[4R(2R - 1)3 k1
]} exp (-Rkd) 

dS11.2 = [1/(2k1
)] [1 - exp (-kd/2)] 

dS:as = 1/(2Rk1
) - {(2R - 1)/[ 4(R - 1)3 k3

]} exp (-kd) 

+ ([3R - 2 + R(R - l)kd]/[4R(R - 1)3 k3
]} exp (-Rkd) 

dSu = {(4R - l)/r2 (2R - l)2 k2J} exp (-kd/2) 

- {(2R- 1)/[4(R-1)2 k1
]} exp (-kd) 

+ ( [6R1 
- 6R + 1 + R (R - 1) (2R - l)kd] /[ 4 (R - 1)2 k3

] } exp (-Rkd) 

dSs5 = [1/(2k2
)] [exp (-kd/2) - exp (-kd)] 

dSe =- [ 1/(4k2
)] exp (-kd) 

Let 

1:1dV = (B dsij) /:1x 

and let 

1 
dV = DJ d dV = mean trip density on the expressway 

0 

We have 

dv = (D/4)a2
( [R+ 2)/R] -(R3/2(R - 1)2 ] exp (-2d/a) 

+ (( 3R - 2 + 2R(R - 1)d/a] / [ 2R(R - 1)3
]} exp (-2Rd/~}) 

where D is the trip density for the region, a= 2/k is the average trip length for the re
gion, dis the distance between the expressways, and R = Ca/(Ca - Ce). 

Isolated Expressway With Limited Access 

We are concerned here with the case of an isolated expressway which is placed in an 
unbounded region and to which there is limited access. The major assumptions are the 
same as for the preceding situations. Because the techniques for this case differ some
what from those used for unlimited access expressways, a more nearly complete dis
cussion will be given here than in previous sections. 

We assume that access to the expressway is allowed at equal intervals of d miles. 
One of these access points is selected at random and labeled "exit 0." The origin of a 
rectangular coordinate system is identified with this point, with the x-axis coincident 
with the expressway, For ease of discussion, the positive directions of the x-axis and 
y-axis will be called "east" and "north," respectively (Fig. 24). 

The access points are number O, 1, 2, ... , q,, .. , looking east. For many of our ar
guments, it will be convenient to group these exits in pairs, the first pair consisting of 
exits 0 and 1; the second, 2 and 3, etc. The (k + 1) pair will have its western and east
ern exits labeled Wk and Ek, respectively. 

The general typing of trips is done as for an isolated expressway with unlimited ac
cess, and the same symmetry considerations as in that case allow us here to concentrate 
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on trips whose origin is north of the expressway. However, we must stratify the world 
more finely in this case with regard tothelateralpositionoftriporiginsanddestinations. 

Consider a trip whose origin has coordinates (x, y) with 0 s: x s: d and whose destina
tion has coordinates (x', y') with qd s: x's: (q + l)d. Now, if th.e trip uses the express
way, it may enter at Wo or Eo and leave at Wq or Eq. At any rate, the trip (assuming 
that the expressway is used) will pass the points Eo and Wq. If, for the leg of the trip 
from the origin Eo, costs are computed, first directly to Eo from the origin and second 
to Eo from the origin via W o, it will be observed that trips for which the x-coordinate 
of the origin lies between 0 and d/2R ( R = Ca/(Ca - Ce)] will use Wo while those for 
which [ 1 - 1/(2R)] d ,;; x ,;; d will use Eo. A similar computation for the leg of the trip 
from Wk to the destination (X 

1
, Y 

1
) Will ShOW that kd S: XI S: kd + [ 1 -1/(2R) ] d implies that 

Wk will be used, while kd + [ 1 - 1/(2R) J d s: x 's: (k + l)d implies that Ek will be used. 
Finally, these considerations lead us to a classification of trips from region to region, 
the regions depicted in Figure 24 and defined analytically by 

region 1: 0 s: x s: d/(2R) 

region 2: d/(2R) s: x s: [ 1 - 1/(2R) ]d 

region ki: kd s: x' s: kd + [1 -1/(2R) J d 

region k:a: kd + [ 1 - 1/(2R) J d s: x' s: (k + l)d 

The classification itself proceeds as follows: Consider those trips whose origin lies 
within the vertical strip with base from W o to E o and whose destination lies within the 
vertical strip with base from W q to Eq. These trips are classified according to the 
scheme : 

Class 11: D above 0 
0 in region 2 
D in region q1 
v in [O;ai] 
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Class 12: D above 0 
0 in region 1 
D in region q1 
V in [ O;co] 

Class 13: D above 0 
0 in region 2 
D in region q2 

V in [O;ao] 

Class 14: D above 0 
0 in region 1 
d in region qa 
v in [O; ... J 

Class 21: D below 0 
0 in region 2 
d in region q1 
v in ro;yJ 

Class 22: D below 0 
0 in region 1 
d in region q1 
v in [O;y ] 

Class 23: D below 0 
0 in region 2 
D in region qa 
v in CO;yJ 

Class 24: D below 0 
0 in region 1 
D in region Ch 
v in [O;y] 

Class 31: D below 0 
0 in region 2 
D in region q1 
v in [y; .. J 

Class 32: D below 0 
0 in region 1 
D in region q1 
v in [y; ... J 

Class 33: D below 0 
0 in region 2 
D in region Ch 
v in [y; .. J 

Class 34: D below 0 
0 in region 1 
D in region qa 
v in [y;oo] 

We will calculate the VMT on the expressway contributed by each of these classes, 
add these over q = 1, 2, ... , multiply by 4 to obtain the total VMT for westbound and east
bound trips as well as those which originate south of the facility, and then divided by d 
to obtain the mean trip density on the facility. 

A detailed discussion of the computation of the VMT on the expressway contributed 
by class 13 should indicate the general method. Let Pii (x, y, q) = Pr [trip is in class ij 
for given x, y, given that 0 is in the appropriate region for class ij]. Let a= f q + [(2R -
1)/(2R)] } d - x and c = (q + l)d - x. We have 



P 13 (x, y, q) = Pr [ D is in region q2 given that 0 is in region 2 J 
Pr [Os v <co] 

Pr [Dis above and to the east of OJ Pr [a s u s c J 
(1/4) Pr[a s us c] 

Now for trips of class 13, the trip cost ca for a non-expressway route is uCa + vCa, 
while the trip cost ce for the expressway route is 

(d - x)Ca + yCa + qdCe + yCa + [(q + l)d - u - x] Ca+ vCa 

(See Fig. 24.) Thus ce s ca if, and only if, u :!: b where 

b = y - x + (1 + [ 2R - 1)/(2R)] q} d, R = Ca/(Ca - Ce) 
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Hence, if we let Qij (x, y, q) = Pr [trip in class ij for given x, y will use the expressway], 
then Q18 (x, y, q) = Pr [b s us c given that as us cl. Now for as b s c, we have Pr [b s 
us c given that as us c] = Pr [b s us c] /Pr [as us c]. Thus 

Q (x ) = j Pr [b s us cJ/Pr [as us c] for as b s c 
18 

' Y' q 1 1 for b < a 

So far, we have that 

( ( j(l/4)Pr[bsusc]forasbsc 
Pill x, y, q) Q13 x, y, q) = 1 (1/4)Pr [as us c]for b <a 

But b s c implies that y s qd/(2R), while as b implies y :!: (q - l)d/(2R). Thus, as b s 
c implies (q - l)d/(2R) sys qd/(2R). Of course b <a implies y < (q - l)d/(2R). 

Finally, then, 

(1/4) exp (-kd) (exp [kd/(2R)J - 1} exp (-qkd) 
exp (kx), for yin [O;(q - l)d/(2R)) 

P13 (x, y, q)Q.13 (x, y, q) = (1/4) exp (-kd) exp (kx) (exp [ -qkd (2R-l)/ 
(2R)] exp (-ky) - exp (-qkd) }, 
for y in [ (q - l)d/(2R); qd/(2R)J 

O, for y in [ qd/(2R);"'] 

Let ffiij (q) = distance traveled on facility by trip in class ij, given thatthe facility is used. 
We have m18 (q) = qd. For each q, let Vij (q) = VMT on facility per t rip for trips in class 
ij, so tl;lat 

Vij (q) = J J Pij (x, y, q) Qij (x, y, q) mij (q) dxdy 
YX 

We have 

(q - l)d/(2R) d 
Vis (q) = J J Pill (x, y, q) Qlll (x, y, q) m.13 (q) dxdy 

0 d/(2R) 

qd/(2R) d 
+ J f Pill (x, y, q) Q.13 (x, y, q) m13 (q) dxdy 

(q - l)d/(2R) d/(2R) 

[ d2/(8Rk)] (exp [kd/(2R)] - 1 } (1- exp ( [ - (2R - 1) /(2R)] kd } ) 

q2 exp (-qkd) 
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- [d3/(8Rk)J exp [kd/(2R)] (1 - exp {[- (2R - 1)/(2R)Jkd}) 

q exp (-qkd) 

+ [d/(4k3
)] [exp [kd/(2R)J - 1] (1 - exp {[ - (2R - 1)/(2R)J 

kd})qexp (-qkd) 

Let Sij = total VMT on the facility per trip for trips in class ij for all q, so that 

"' 
Sij = !: Vij (q) 

q = 1 

In particular, 

813 = [d3/(8Rk)J (exp [kd/(2R)J - 1) ( 1 - exp ([ - (2R - 1)/(2R)] kd}) 

exp (-kd) [1 +exp (-kd)J/[1 - exp (- kd)] 9 

+ [d/( 4K2 
)] (exp [kd/(2R)] - 1} ( 1 - exp ([ - (2R - 1)/(2R)J kd}) 

[exp (-kd)J /[ 1 - exp (-kd)J 2 

- [d2/(8Rk)] ( 1- exp ([ - (2R- 1)/(2R)Jkd}) exp [kd/(2R)] 

[exp (-kd)]/[1 - exp (-kd)] 2 

Before listing for the remaining classes the values of the various quantities defined 
above, we note that symmetry gives si2 = si3, i = 1, 2, 3, and state that it can be shown 
that S1j = S2j, j = 1, 2, 3, 4. With these omissions, then, we have 

P11(x, y, q) Qu(x, y, q) = 

(1/4) ( 1- exp ([ - (2R - 1)/(2R)]kd}) 

exp (kx) exp (-qkd), for yin [O; (q - l)d 

/(2R)J 

O, for yin [(q - l)d/(2R);co] 

(1/4) exp (-kd)(exp [kd/(2R)J - 1} exp (kx) 

exp (-qkd), for yin [O; qd/(2R) - x] 

(1/4) exp (-kd) [exp [kd/(2R)] 

P14(X, y, q) Qi4(X, y, q) = ' exp ([ - (2R - 1)/(2R)] qkd} exp (-ky) 

- exp (-qkd) exp (kx)], for yin 

[qd/(2R) - x; (q + l)d/(2R) - x] 

O, for yin [(q + l)d/(2R)- x;oo] 

Psi(x, y, q) Qsi(x, y, q) = (1/4)(1 - exp ([ - (2R - 1)/(2R)]kd }) exp (kx) 

exp (-ky) exp (-qkd), for y in [O;oo] 

Psa (x, y, q) Qs2 (x, y, q) = Ps1 (x, y, q) Qsi(x, y, q) 



Ps4(x, y, q) Q.u(x, y, q) = (1/4) exp (-kd) {exp [kd/(2R)J - 1) exp (kx) 

exp (-ky) exp (-qkd), for y in [ O;co] 

m11 = m31 = (q - l)d 

msa = qd 

m14 = m34 = (q + l)d 

V11(q) = [da/(8Rk)J (1 - exp { [ - (2R - 1)/(2R)J kd3 
))

2 (q - 1) 2 

exp [ - (q - l)kd] 

V14(q) = [da/(8Rk)] { exp [kd/(2R)J - 1) 2 (q + 1) exp [ - (q + l)kd] 

- [d2/(8Rk)] [ exp (kd/R) - 1] (q + 1) exp [ - (q + l)kd] 

+ [d/(2k2
)] { exp [kd/(2R)J - 1 ) 2 (q + 1) exp [ - (q + l)kd1 

Vs1(q) = [d/(4k2
)] (1 - exp {[ - (2R - 1)/(2R)J kd )) {exp (kd) -

exp [kd/(2R)] ) (q - 1) exp (-qkd) 

Vsa(q) = [d/(4k2
)] (1 - exp { [ - (2R -1)/(2R)] kd }) (exp [kd/(2R)] - 1 } 

q exp (-qkd) 

V84 (q) = [d/(4k2
)] exp (-kd) {exp [kd/(2R)] - 1 }2 (q + 1) exp (-qkd) 
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We shall omit a listing of Sij· They are easily gotten, as in the example for class 13, 
by summing the Vij (q) over q, 

Finally, we sum the Sij over all i and j, multiply the result by 4 and divide by d (the 
reasons for doing this were explained earlier) to obtain the mean trip density Q on the 
facility. We find that 

Q = [Dda/(8R)1 (1 - exp { [ - (2R - 1)/R] d/a )) 2 exp (-2d/a) [ 1 + 

exp (-2d/a)J /[ 1 - exp (-2D/a)l 3 

+ [Dda/(4R)J [exp (d/Ra)- 1] (1-exp { [ - (2R- 1)/R]d/a }) 

exp (-2d/a) [ 1 +exp (-2d/a)J/[ 1 - exp (-2d/a)] 3 

+ (3Da2/8) (exp [d/(Ra)J -1} (1- exp { [ - (2R- 1)/R]d/a )) 

exp (-2d/a)/[ 1 - exp (-2d/a)l 2 

+ [Dda/(4R)J ( exp [d/(Ra)J - 1 )2 exp (-4d/a)/[ 1 - exp (-2d/a)] 3 

+ (5Da2/16) (exp [ d/(Ra)l - 1 )2 exp (-4d/a) [ 2 - exp (-2d/a)J/ 

[ 1 - exp (-2d/a)] 2 

+ (Da2/16) ( 1 - exp { [ - (2R - 1)/R]d/a }) 2 exp (-2d/a)/ 

[ 1 - exp (-2d/a)J 2 

- [Dda/(4R)] ( 1 - exp { [ - (2R - 1)/RJ d/a }) exp [ d/(Ra)) 

exp (-2d/a)/[ 1 - exp (-2d/a)] 2 

- [Dda/(8R)] (exp (2d/(Ra)J - 1 ) exp (-4d/a) [ 2 - exp (-2d/a)] I 
[ 1 - exp (-2d/a)] 2 

where 

D = trip density for the region, 
a = average trip length for the region, 
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R = Ca/(Ca - Ce), and 
d = distance between exits on the facility (ramp spacing). 

Note on trip cost: Let 

0 (S) = operating cost per mile in dollars for a given speed S in miles per hour, 
A (S) = accident cost per mile in dollars for a given speed Sin miles per hour, 

V ~ value of time in dollars per hour, and 
C (S) = total cost per mile in dollars for a trip segment at speed Sin miles per hour. 

We have 

C (S) = O(S) +A(S) + V/S 

For the purpose of preparing tables, 0 (S) and A (S) were taken from an earlier paper to 
which minor adjustments were made (11); V was varied from $1. 00 to $ 2. 00 step $ .10. 
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